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Abstract— The heart is one of the most important organs in the human body, it is like a pump pumping the blood to the entire body. The walls of the heart contain myocardial tissues which contract to push the blood through the body. This contract occurs because of passing electrical current in the heart muscle. Many diseases may infect the heart and cause death if the diagnose of this disease is late. The electrical current can be captured and analyzed to diagnose the heart state. This operation is done by using electrocardiograph (ECG) device, this device captures the electrical signal, filters it from noise signals, and amplifies it. Then it displays the signal on the screen or prints it on the trace paper then the doctor interprets the ECG signal to diagnose the disease.

Artificial intelligent (AI) to process and analyze the ECG signal to diagnose the heart disease directly and display detailed report about the heart state by using the artificial neural network (ANN) after training it and finding the values of the connection weights using the genetic algorithm (GA) to choose the best values to the weights. The GA is qualified in enhancing the weights of the ANN since the ANN is trained using the classical algorithm (back-propagation), the genetic algorithm is used as a co-training algorithm for enhancing the connection weights values and minimizing the error value to least possible value. The time required to enhancing the weights values using GA is longer than the time required to train the ANN using the classical algorithm especially when the number of training patterns and the number of variables are too much. This procedure has showed a good result and a very good performance. Using AI in analyzing the ECG signal has saving time, faster, and simple in diagnosing the disease.

Index Terms— artificial neural network, genetic algorithm, electrocardiograph, diagnose, training, QRS complex detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrocardiograph (ECG) is the representation of the electrical potential of the heart. Physicians record ECG easily by attaching small electrodes to the human body. ECG is a standard tool to diagnose heart diseases. In physical checkup at hospitals, physicians record the ECG after the patient has exercised to check his or her cardiac condition. The ECG device is used most frequently for recording the ECG. Physicians apply the device to a patient when they need to monitor his or her ECG to find the few abnormal cycles in the ECG throughout the day. Physicians first locate such fiducial points as Q, R, S in the ECG from which they locate P waves, QRS complexes and T waves as shown in Figure(1). Physicians then interpret the shapes of those waves and complexes. They calculate parameters to determine whether the ECG shows signs of cardiac disease or not. The parameters are the height and the interval of each wave, such as R-R interval, P-R interval, QT interval and S-T segment [1].

Recognition of the fiducial points and calculations of the parameters is a tedious routine for the physicians; approximately 100,000 cardiac cycles are recorded per patient in a day with an ECG device. The physicians have to interpret this large amount of ECG data to search for only a few abnormal cardiac beats in the ECG. Physicians may overlook some abnormal cycles because they have to interpret such a large amount of data. Therefore, there is an urgent need for an automatic ECG interpreting system to help to reduce the burden of ECG interpretation [2]. In making the judgment regarding cardiac abnormality, physiological knowledge of the ECG and statistical methods are used. An ECG interpreting system that is good enough to meet physicians’ needs has not yet been developed, however, because it is difficult to locate the fiducial points with a computer. Also the shape of the ECG varies with each patient. The ECG is recorded from the same patient changes as the time passes. Statistical methods are not useful for such kind of problem, because statistical criterion for one patient may not be applicable to another patient. However a fast recognition technique is developed to recognize the QRS complexes that can be further extended to detect the P and T waves and their corresponding intervals. And obviously this will be useful to the physician to detect the different heart diseases [2].

Various methods were used to detect the QRS complexes, some of them by using the ANN [3,5], and some by using

Figure (1) Basic shape of the normal ECG
wavelet transforms [4], or by using fuzzy hybrid NN [6]. In this paper, the system will train by using ANN and then it will enhance by using genetic algorithm GA as this will be explained in the following sections.

II. THE PREPROCESSING ON THE CAPTURED SIGNAL

Usually ECG signals are contaminated by various kinds of noise, this noise must be eliminated before any operation. Noise removal is accomplished by passing the ECG signals through filter whose cutoff frequency is a function of the noise frequency [7,8]. Baseline wander was solved by using, median filter the steps involved in the implementation of baseline wander removal are shown in Figure (2). First, the first 200ms of samples were extracted and sorted out in ascending order, and then its median was calculated. Then for every 200ms of samples till the end of the ECG signal, the same procedure is carried out. Now, these samples are fed as input to the 600ms window median filtering. Later, the median value is evaluated for every 600ms of samples. Then these median values are subtracted from the original waveform to remove the baseline wander from the ECG signal. Figure (3) shows the result of the baseline wander filter.

Power line interference can be removed using digital filter, its cutoff frequency equal to power line interference frequency (50-60Hz). The filter is used in the proposed algorithm band stop filter, its cutoff frequency band between 50 and 60 Hz (fc1 50Hz, fc2 60Hz) with 250 sampling frequency (Fs). Figure (4) shows the filter specifications.

![Figure 2](Image2.png) Algorithm to remove the baseline wander

![Figure 3](Image3.png) Results of baseline wander algorithm. (a) Original signal. (b) Output of baseline wander filter.

![Figure 4](Image4.png) (a) Power line interference filter characteristic (b) Magnitude response.

This filter is designed by using built-in functions in Matlab filter design toolbox. Figure (5) shows the result of using power line interference removal filter. Thus the output of the preprocessing stage is free noise signal, it’s shown in Figure (6).

![Figure 5](Image5.png) Power line interference removal output
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR ECG RHYTHM ANALYSIS

The proposed algorithm for ECG rhythm analysis is divided into three parts:

1. Detection of the QRS complex in input signal using ANN.
2. Detecting the P wave in ECG input signal using ANN.

Performing calculations to extract the features related to the rhythm analysis, and classify this feature to the specific rhythm class according to decision tree.

IV. THE QRS COMPLEX AND P WAVE DETECTION NEURAL NETWORKS

QRS complex detection is the most important task in electrocardiograph (ECG) signal analysis systems. Every one of these complex indicates the happening of a heart beat and their detection makes possible to get valuable information, ranging from the calculation of the heart rate to the diagnosis of cardiopathologies associated to abnormal waveforms.

The procedure consists basically of analyzing the incoming ECG during a moving window that runs along the time axis. The normal procedure would be to input all the N samples in the window into the detection system. The number of samples per window would be dependent on the width T of the window and the original signal sampling frequency Fs. To have just one single ANN with a fixed number n of inputs, each one receiving one of the samples from the window, then the number of samples per window must be constant. Since Fs is variable, depending on the acquiring device, then the possibilities are either to adapt the width of the window to Fs in order to have always the same number of n samples, or simply fix the width of the window and choose a number n of uniformly distributed samples in it. If the width of the window was chosen too narrow, there would be risk to make the ANN learning inconsistent portions of signal and therefore to make it very sensitive to noise. If the width was too wide, the number of inputs to the ANN would be very large. The value of 120ms (normal QRS duration is 0.09ms, 120ms is taken to cover the abnormal cases of QRS duration) duration of the QRS, since the sampling frequency of the ECG signal is 250 sample per second (SPS). Therefore the width of the window will be 30 samples, and the length of input vector to ANN is 30 inputs which is the same size of window's width. Figure (7) shows the detector structure.

The requirements for the ANN output are: low level while there is no QRS and high level when the QRS appears, keeping like this during all the happening of the QRS. A square pulse, coincident with the presence of the QRS, is thus generated. The structure of the QRS detector is consisting of 30 inputs, 2 hidden layers and 8 nodes for each layer.

The requirement of the P wave detector is the same requirement of QRS complex detector except the training patterns are different. The same network architecture can be used to detect the P wave present. Figure (8) shows the output of QRS and P wave detectors ANN.

V. RHYTHM INTERPRETATION

The arrhythmia analysis is the most beneficial application of automatic ECG recognition machines, because it may be used to monitor the patients with critical conditions (coronary care...
unit patients) this task needs fully engaged expert while this expert can be provided with significant help, if such system is used. Efficient monitoring of patient can be easily achieved and many more patients can be handled with more efficiency and reliability by the same expert.

The heart rhythm interpretation needs both calculation capabilities and powerful pattern recognition. The heart rhythm is interpreted according to four features; these features are investigated after detecting the QRS and P wave, and they are P wave existence, QRS regularity, QRS rate, and QRS shape. The P wave existence may be related with P/QRS ratio. QRS rate is the mean of R-R interval, while the QRS regularity may be represented mathematically as the standard deviation of the R-R intervals. Still there is another feature, it is the QRS shape. This feature indicates a normal shaped QRS complexes if activated, while it is indicating an abnormal shaped QRS complexes if it is not active.

A simple neural network can be learned to discriminate between the normal and abnormal shaped QRS complexes. The P wave existence can be easily evaluated by measuring the P/QRS ratio. Where if there are many QRS complexes occurring without atrial contracting (represented by the p wave), this ratio will have a small value indicating an arrhythmia.

The QRS rate is calculated from the number of beats detected during 1 minute. The average R-R interval can be also used to indicate the QRS rate. The standard deviation of R-R interval can be scaled to represent the QRS regularity according to the following equation [9].

\[
RR_{reg} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{beat} RR_i^2}{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{beat} RR_i\right)^2} - \frac{1}{\text{beat}} \quad \ldots (1)
\]

where

- \(RR_{reg}\) = the regularity of the R-R intervals
- Beat = number of heart beats detected
- \(RR_i\) = is the \(i\)th R-R interval

Once these features are evaluated the program starts the rhythm interpretation and when this step is performed the rhythm is reported.

**VI. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING USING THE GENETIC ALGORITHM**

The architecture of the neural network proposed in this paper for the QRS complex and P wave detector consist of input layer, 1 hidden layer and output layer, the number of nodes in each hidden layer is 8 nodes, the output layer have one node (single output). There are 30 inputs in the input layer according to the width of the window as shown in figure (9).

The first thing is calculating the number of weights in the entire network because it decides the length of the chromosome in the population.

![Figure (9) ANN architecture of the detectors](image)

Figure (10) shows the proposed chromosome format to represent the connection weights in the chromosome. The first part in the chromosome represents the inputs weights (IW), it consists of 240 elements (30 inputs \(\times\) 8 nodes), the second part in the chromosome represents the hidden layer weights (LW1), it consists of 64 elements (8 nodes of first hidden layer \(\times\) 8 nodes of second hidden layer). The third part represents the bias for the second hidden layer and it consists of 8 elements (8 nodes in the second hidden layer). The fourth part in the chromosome represents the second hidden layer weights (LW2) and it consists of 8 elements (8 nodes in the second hidden layer \(\times\) 1 node in the output layer). The final part represents the bias weight of the output layer. The general format of the chromosome is shown in Figure (10).

All the connection weights represented in this chromosome have real number values.

The genetic algorithm can be summarized in the following steps:

1. Start
2. Create the initial population of chromosomes.
3. Repeat until reach some criteria
   a) Compute the fitness for each chromosome
   b) Store the chromosomes that have the higher fitness values (elite chromosomes).
c) Apply the selection method (RWS) to find pairs of chromosomes to apply the crossover operation between these chromosomes.
d) Apply the crossover operation between each pair in the selection set according to the crossover probability.
e) Apply the mutation operation to the chromosomes in the population if it satisfies the mutation probability.
f) Create a new population containing the new chromosomes.

VII. RHYTHM ANALYSIS PROGRAM

After extracting the required features from the ECG signal the rhythm is analyzed and interpreted to the specific rhythm class according to the decision tree. (The mean of decision tree is the clinical procedure used by cardiologists is automated) this approach implements the comparison of the extracted feature and medical criteria at the nodes of the decision tree to reach a non-conflicting statement describing the heart condition. The flowchart of this program is shown in Figure (11). The program starts by initializing the system parameters and loading the networks that are trained before. Then loading the input signal and removing the noise from it. After removing the noise the detection of R peak is started by calling R peak detector ANN, the detection of the R peaks is easy because the nature of wave itself.

VIII. TRAINING RESULTS OF R PEAKS DETECTOR NEURAL NETWORK

The function of this network is to detect the locations of R peaks in the cardiac signal. The classical training algorithm is used in training ANN, the perceptor neural network is the back propagation training algorithm, in this algorithm the network is trained. The training of this network is accomplished by using neural network toolbox in Matlab. Figure (12) shows the performance of the training session.

![Figure (12) Training graph of R peak detector neural network](image)

It is clear in figure (12) the network approaches error 5.9487e-28 after 75 Epochs. The detecting R peak is not difficult thing because the nature of R peak, it has the maximum amplitude in the ECG signal. The simulation of R peak detector is shown in Figure (13).

![Figure (13) Simulation results of R peak detector](image)

IX. TRAINING RESULTS OF P WAVES DETECTOR ANN

The same neural network architecture shown in Figure (9) is used to detect the P wave, except the training patterns and targets are different. The detecting of P wave is not an easy job like the detecting R peaks, because the P wave has small variation than the R peak in amplitude of the ECG signal. The mass of atrial is small compared with the mass of ventricular, so that the electrical activity of atrial (atrial depolarization) has less visibility from the ventricular depolarization. Figure (14) shows the training session of P wave detector ANN.

![Figure (14) Simulation results of P wave detector](image)
The training of ANN is completed and the simulation results are shown in Figure (15). The ANN for P wave detector tested by ECG signal belongs to a healthy subject, this signal is never being used for training the ANN before. Also the P wave detector ANN is tested, the response of P wave detector is shown in Figure (15).

The function of this network is to detect the abnormality in the shape of QRS complex, if the shape is normal the output of this network is zero, if abnormality is detected in the shape of QRS complex the output will be one. Also the same proposed structure of P wave and R peak detector ANN is used but the training data and target are different. The training of this neural network is easy because the ANN just needs discriminating between normal and abnormal shape of QRS complex. Figure (16) shows the training graph of this ANN.

The training of this network took just 63 Epochs with $2.489e-12$ of sum square error. All the previous training for the ANN was accomplished by using classical training method (BP) in the Matlab version (7.0) neural network toolbox. The training neural network with genetic algorithm will be discussed in the next section.

XI. ENHANCING R PEAK, P WAVE AND QRS ABNORMALITY DETECTORS ANN WEIGHTS BY USING GENETIC ALGORITHM

As mentioned in chapter three the training of ANN in GA can be achieved by representing the weights of network connection in the chromosome and applying the GA to this chromosome. The training of ANN by GA may take very long time, because of the nature of this algorithm. GA is a searching algorithm, when running this algorithm the GA will start searching for the solutions in the solution space (to find the best values for the weights) according to specific criterion, sometimes the initial values of the population (the initialization of the population is random) is too close to the desired value so that it will not take a very long time. In our problem the length of the chromosome is 321 genes, so that the searching space will be huge and the time required to approach is very long time.

The GA is used in this paper to enhance the training of ANN trained in standard learning technique such as backpropagation, and minimize the error value. After training this ANN, the weight evaluated by the classical algorithm is used as initial population to the GA, and the GA is applied to find the optimum values to the weights.

When GA parameters are configured, the algorithm is ready to run for optimizing the connection weights of the ANN. Figure (17) shows the result of optimizing the R peak detector neural network. As is clear from this figure the error evaluated from GA is 2.3116e-29 after 100 generations. The error was 5.9487e-28 obtained from the classical algorithm. The new weights are applied to R peak detector neural network Figure (18) shows testing R peak detector ANN.
As shown in Figure (19) the error evaluated using GA is $1.0379e-13$ after 100 generations, the error was $1.5899e-11$ obtained using the classical algorithm.

Figure (21) shows the result of optimizing QRS shape abnormality detector ANN. After long optimizing session using GA, the results can be compared in Figure (17), Figure (19) and Figure (21) with the results of training ANN by the classical algorithm shown in Figure(12), Figure(14) and Figure(16) respectively, and it is found the GA successfully enhances the network performance by optimizing the weights of ANN.

**XII. RHYTHM ANALYSIS PROGRAM**

Before running the program the input signal must be prepared in the Matlab workspace. Also the sampling rate of the signal must be 250 SPS with at least 10 second length to get the best performance.

The program starts analyzing the ECG input signal. After few minutes the analysis is completed and the report is displayed. The next figures show the analysis report window with eight different cases of ECG signals.
Figure (22) also represents normal sinus rhythm. The HR is 66 bps, with regular RR interval. The P: QRS ratio is 1 and normal QRS shape.

Figure (23) represents sinus bradycardia. The HR is 30 bps, the shape of the QRS complex is normal, the QRS regularity is regular and P: QRS ratio equals 1.

Figure (24) represents atrial fibrillation, the HR is slow (48 bps) and the shape of the QRS is normal, the heart beat is irregular and the P: QRS ratio is 0.375. This case indicates that the P wave is not visible in the signal.

The program can diagnose fifteen different cases related with the rhythm of the heart, they are:
1. Normal sinus rhythm
2. Sinus tachycardia
3. Sinus bradycardia
4. Sinus arrhythmia
5. Atrial escape
6. Atrial tachycardia with block
7. 2nd heart block
8. Complete heart block
9. Nodal tachycardia
10. Nodal escape
11. Nodal tachycardia with bundle block
12. Ventricular tachycardia
13. Atrial tachycardia
14. Atrial fibrillation
15. Ventricular fibrillation or standstill

XIII. CONCLUSION

The time required to train an ANN to recognize a specific number of input patterns using GA is unpredictable and it can take different time periods for different GA runs (for the same number of patterns). That is because in GA the connection weights are created randomly and the GA operations depend on the natural selection (crossover, mutation), so there are no specific steps used to train these ANN to strength the connection weights as in classical algorithm which has a specific steps to strength the connection weight.

From the practical work of this paper it can be concluded that there are some limitations in using GA in training the ANN such as:

1. Sometimes it could happen that though the ANN could theoretically solve certain problem when it is trained using GA it will not return a correct solution at all the time, this is because of the random nature of the algorithm and its reliance on natural selection and crossover.

2. GA is not effectively able to train multilayer perceptron whose chromosomal representation of its weights is large. The time required for learning using GA is larger than the time required to learn the same patterns using classical algorithm because the dimensions of the search space will be very large.

3. GA can be used to enhance the training of classical algorithm, after training the ANN by the classical algorithm the weights found are used as initial population for GA to enhance the performance of ANN.

The Genetic Algorithm is used to enhance the training of the classical learning algorithm (back-propagation) by optimizing the values of the connection weights. This is the difference between the present work and the previous works. The final ANN shows a good performance in analyzing the cardiac signal, when it is used online in the main program.
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